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2001 Annual Meeting Program
This year's annual meeting program was Genetics in the Courtroom. The speakers were Edward J.
Imwinkelried, University of California at Davis; David Kaye, Arizona State University; and Gary E. Marchant,
Arizona State University. It was a stimulating and thought-provoking program that covered the issues related to
the use of genetic information and biomarkers as evidence in criminal cases for identification purposes, in civil
litigation to prove causation in toxic tort and products liability actions, and other emerging evidentiary issues
arising from the use of DNA databanks and samples of genetic materials.
Thanks to Kathleen Boozang, Program Chair, for selecting the topic and planning the program. A tape of the
program is available from AALS. The program will also be published as a symposium by the Seton Hall
University Law Review.

At the following business meeting we elected a new secretary for the section. Please welcome Professor Dayna
Bowen Matthew, University of Kentucky College of Law, dmatt2@pop.uky.edu.

Exam And Syllabus Bank
PLEASE SHARE YOUR OLD EXAMS AND SYLLABI
The Section is pleased to announce the establishment of an Internet syllabus and exam bank. The Bank should
be of special interest to those new to health law teaching, but it is likely to be helpful to anyone interested in
finding out what others are covering in their courses. The site will be organized according to the following
categories: Health Care Law, Financing, Bioethics, Quality and Malpractice, Specialized Course Offering and
Seminars.
The Exam and Syllabus Bank will be on a private site maintained by the St. Louis University Center for Health
Law Studies. Materials posted to the site will not be generally available on the web. The site is password
protected. The password will be available to members of the Section on Law, Medicine and Health Care, and
participants in the American Society of Law, Medicine and Ethics Health Law Teachers Workshop. While the
site is private, we cannot guarantee it is hacker proof.
Please help us inaugurate the new Bank, and share your syllabi and old exams with other section members. The
site will only be as good as we make it. To submit material, please use an email file attachment in WordPerfect
or Word format to Sidney Watson at sdwatson@aol.com. Why not send one set of materials now? Then, please
make it a point each semester to update your materials? For password and information on access to the Bank,
send an email to Sidney Watson at sdwatson@aol.com.

LSN Health Law And Policy Weekly Email Abstract Service
Timothy Jost edits the health law abstract service for SSRN. This is an excellent way to make your articles
know to the world. You can send abstracts (including co-authors, contact info for reprint requests, expected date
of publication, and final citation, if available) directly to him at: jost.1@osu.edu.

Health Law Teachers Page
For general information for health law teachers, the health law teachers list, and the Law, Medicine and Health
Care Section, see:
http://plague.law.umkc.edu/hlp
The electronic version of this newsletter is posted there.

2002 Program
The 2002 Program will deal with medical biotechnology and the law.

AALS Disclaimer
This newsletter is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those
of the Section and do not necessarily represent the positions of the Association of American Law Schools.
Andrews, Lori B.
Distinguished Professor of Law, Director, Institute for Science, Law and Technology, and Associate Vice President, Illinois Institute of Technology
Chicago-Kent College of Law
landrews@kentlaw.edu
Ben C. Green Visiting Professor of Law, Case Western Reserve University School of Law, Spring 2000.
Honors, awards:
Appointed distinguished Professor of Law, November 2000.
Consulting experiences in the field
Serving as counsel pro bono on a case filed in Chicago on behalf of patients whose gene was patented.
International work:
Consultant to science ministers of the G-8 countries on embryo stem cell research.
Delivered an address to the Institut fur Auslandsbeziehungen e. V. in Stuttgart, Germany entitled “Genetic Determinism and Discrimination.”
Name of School Program: Institute for Science, Law and Technology; http://islat.iit.edu

Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers):
On September 18, 2000, the Institute for Science, Law and Technology co-sponsored a one-day symposium entitled “Art, Science, and Free Speech: The Work of Eduard Kac.” The symposium focused on the ethical, legal, and artistic aspects of one of Kac’s creations, “GFP Bunny,” a bunny that was created with the green florescent protein gene of a jellyfish.

Berg, Paula
Title: Associate Professor
School: CUNY Law School
Email Address: berg@mail.law.cuny.edu
New health law courses you are teaching this year:
Public Health Law
Interdisciplinary projects: Public Health Law course taught in conjunction with Hunter College’s Masters in Public Health Program. Course will include law students and MPH students.

Bobinski, Mary Anne
Director, Health Law & Policy Institute & Professor of Law
University of Houston Law Center
MABob@uh.edu
New health law courses you are teaching this year:
Seminar: E-Health Law
New appointments, responsibilities:
I am leaving my position as Associate Dean for Academic Affairs as of Dec. 31 and returning to the University of Houston’s Health Law & Policy Institute as Director.
Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers):

New Journal: The Houston Journal of Health Law & Policy is preparing for its first issue, a symposium on Children's Health. The symposium issue will feature articles by Marian Wright Edelman, J.D. (President, Children's Defense Fund); Ellen W. Clayton, M.D., J.D. (Associate Professor of Pediatrics & Law, Vanderbilt University); Sara Rosenbaum, J.D. (Harold & Jane Hirsh Professor of Health Law & Policy, Director, Center for Health Policy Research, George Washington University); Abigail English, J.D. (Director, Center for Adolescent Health & Law); and Dr. Lisa Simpson, M.B., B.Ch., M.P.H. (Deputy Administrator, Agency for Healthcare Research & Quality, U.S. Department of Health & Human Services). The Journal will publish one symposium issue each year, built upon the topic presented at the annual Jenkins and Gilchrist Lecture. The second issue of the Journal will include professional articles and student works selected by a rigorous peer review process. A call for submissions is attached to this letter. Courses and Enrollment: The Health Law & Policy Institute continues to offer over 20 courses on health law topics; health law course enrollment totals 500 J.D. and LL.M. students per year. In addition, University of Houston Law Center students may receive credit for up to twelve hours of courses taken at the University of Texas School of Public Health or from other graduate programs. Many Health Law & Policy Institute students participate in the concurrent J.D. - M.P.H. program with the School of Public Health and the University of Texas or the concurrent J.D.-Ph.D. program in Medical Humanities with the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston. The Institute's new LL.M. brochure is attached to this letter. Please forward this information to outstanding students who may be interested in joining the group of 10-12 students who begin the Health Law LL.M. program each year.

Research: The Health Law & Policy Institute's externally-funded research programs are growing. For the past nine years, the Institute has received direct funding from the Texas Legislature to provide research and analysis on health law and policy topics. State research funding totals over $350,000 per year. In addition, the Institute's research faculty members maintain an active program of grant-related research on topics ranging from TB to tobacco. These projects also benefit students, who may provide research support for projects led by the Institute's faculty.

Private Support: The Institute's programs have benefited from the significant philanthropic contributions of foundations, private firms, and alumni. This fall, for example, the Institute is completing work on a new suite of renovated office space to add to the existing health law offices, conference and library space. The new office space was funded by a grant from the Houston Endowment, a leading Texas foundation with assets of over $1.5 billion. Private firms, such as Jenkins and Gilchrist, sponsor the Annual Health Law Lecture. Current and past lecturers include Marian Wright Edelman, former Governor and Attorney General Richard Thornburgh, David Kessler, and Alan Meisel. Finally, law firms and alumni supporters are nearly done with the task of raising the funds necessary to ensure the financial stability of the new Houston Journal of Health Law & Policy.

New faculty appointments in health law (permanent, visiting).

Faculty: Most of the Institute's health law courses are taught by the Law Center's tenured faculty: Professor and Director-Designate Mary Anne Bobinski, J.D., LL.M.; Associate Professor Seth J. Chandler, J.D.; A.A. White Professor Joseph Sanders, J.D., Ph.D; and Professor Ronald Turner, J.D.; along with long-time Distinguished Visiting Professor of Law and Associate Director for LL.M. Programs, William J. Winslade, J.D., Ph.D.

The Institute's students also benefit from the expertise of six Research Professors, many of whom teach health law courses and/or supervise student research projects: Mary R. Anderlik, J.D., Ph.D.; Phyllis Griffin Epps, J.D.; Melanie Margolis, J.D.; Ronald L. Scott, J.D., LL.M.; Kathleen Sheridan, Ph.D., J.D.; and Joseph Wang, J.D., M.P.H.

Finally, the Institute continues to benefit from the opportunity to invite leading health law scholars to the school as visiting faculty. This fall, Associate Professor Patricia C. Kuszler, M.D., J.D., is visiting the Law Center from the University of Washington. The intersession course will be taught by Kathleen Boozang, J.D., LL.M., Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Professor of Law at Seton Hall University Law School. Next year's intersession course will be taught by Timothy Jost, J.D., Professor and holder of the Baker & Hostetler Chair at Ohio State University School of Law.

The University of Houston Law Center plans to build upon these already impressive strengths by hiring two to three additional health law faculty over the next few years.

Boozang, Kathleen M.
Title: Director, Health Law & Policy Program
School: Seton Hall Law School
Email Address: boozanka@shu.edu
School Program Notes: Addition of Carl Coleman to our faculty; Merck Visiting Scholars: Sarah Rosenbaum (F 2000) Timothy Jost (Sp 2001)
Name of School Program: Health Law & Policy Program
Burris, Scott

Professor of Law
University of Alabama School of Law
wbrewbak@law.ua.edu


Brewbaker, Bill

Professor of Law
University of Alabama School of Law

Current positions: Consultant to the Law Policy and Ethics Core, Yale Center for Interdisciplinary Research on AIDS
Consulting: Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences Committee on Regulating Workplace Exposure to Tuberculosis; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention - Privacy Law Advisory Committee
Expert technical review panel: HIV counseling, testing and referral Standards HIV Partner Counseling and Referral Services -- Handling Cases of "Willful Exposure" Interdisciplinary Projects: With Larry Gostin, Zita Lazzarini, and the American Society of Law, Medicine and Ethics, I am organizing an international interdisciplinary conference called "Health, Law and Human Rights: Exploring the Connection." The goal of the conference, which honors the late public health leader Jonathan Mann, is to describe what is known about the role of human rights and law in determining population health. The conference is tentatively scheduled for September 29 to October 1, 2001 in Philadelphia.

Cerminara, Kathy L.

Assistant Professor
School: Nova Southeastern University Shepard Broad Law Center
Email address: cerminarak@nsu.law.nova.edu


New appointments, responsibilities: Director, Masters in Health Law (MHL) program for non-lawyers. Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers): Creation of the Masters in Health Law program for non-lawyers. This is an online program designed for non-lawyers working in health care, insurance or managed care. The faculty also approved recognition of a health law concentration for students completing at least 16 credit hours, a writing requirement and a service requirement in specified health law courses and activities.

Chester, Ronald
Title: Professor of Law
School: New England School of Law
Email address: rchester@fac.nesl.edu

Cole, Melissa
Assistant Professor
Saint Louis University School of Law
Email address: coleml@slu.edu
New health law courses you are teaching this year: Employment Discrimination

Daar, Judith F.
Professor of Law
Whittier Law School
Email address: jdaar@law.whittier.edu

Furrow, Barry
Title: Professor of Law, Director, Health Law Institute
School: Widener University School of Law
Email Address: barry.r.furrow@law.widener.edu
New health law courses you are teaching this year: Health Care Regulation

Serve as legal advisor to the biomedical ethics committee at a local community hospital.

School Program Notes:
Whittier Law School will hold its twentieth annual Health Law Symposium in April 2001.

Other:
Our fourth son, Ryan, was born on June 30, 2000 (perhaps inspiring my paper on preconception sex selection!).

De Logy, Orlando
Title: Professor of Law
School: Univ. of Maine School of Law
Email Address: delogy@usm.maine.edu
New health law courses you are teaching this year:
Medical-Legal Law, which includes right to die, right to life, transplant, new technologies, the economics of health care and a final 4 week on malpractice.

Other: 2 issues of statewide and national interest.
Right to die legislation similar to Oregon’s loss on Nov. 7th 50.1 to 49.9—but there is a whole new debate on end stage care, rights, costs, etc.—things will never be the same.

Maine’s effort to control prescription drug costs may very well fail on commerce clause grounds, but it also sent an important signal—-if the feds don’t act, more states will deal themselves in until it will be harder and harder for courts to block such legislation.

Dresser, Rebecca
Title: Professor of Law and Ethics in Medicine
School: Washington Univ. in St. Louis
Email Address: dresser@wwlaw.wustl.edu

Eggen, Jean
Title: Professor of Law
School: Widener Univ. School of Law
Email Address: Profjme@aol.com
New health law courses you are teaching this year:

New in 1999 (but not previously reported): Tobacco and the Law

Recent grants: Mayday Fund Grant – Pain Management and Liability
International work: Teaching Comparative Health Law in our Geneva Summer Intern Law Institute, Summer 2000

Interdisciplinary projects;
Name of School Program: Health Law Institute
Institutional developments in health law at your law school: New graduate programs—M.J., D.L., S.JD in Health Law
New faculty appointments in health law (permanent, visiting): Michael Malinowski
Marriages, births, other notable family events: Oldest son, Michael, married June 3, 2000; oldest daughter now a physician in NYC.

Gatter, Ken M.
Title: Adjunct Prof. at law school and Assist. Prof at OHSU med school
School: Willamette Law School
Email address: gatterk@ohsu.edu
New health law courses you are teaching this year: I am teaching a two credit survey health law class for the first time. There are 31 students.
New appointments, responsibilities: Assistant Prof at OHSU since September 2000. The health law class this spring is the first health law class I am teaching. Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers): Health Law Symposium at Willamette on Feb. 2 and 3 of 2001. I will be talking about HMO's and medical malpractice: "The doctor's dilemma."

Gilchrist, Barbara J.
Associate Clinical Law Professor
St. Louis University School of Law
3700 Lindell Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63108
314-977-3992
gilchrjb@slu.edu
New health law courses: This most recent fall, I taught Elder Law, a course that has not been in our curriculum for several years.
Recent publications: An article entitled "Managed Care Takes to the Highway: Implications for the Insured" has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Law, Medicine & Ethics.

Goldner, Jesse A.
Professor
Saint Louis University School of Law
3700 Lindell Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63108
(314) 977-2776
goldneja@slu.edu
Jesse will be speaking on IRB issues at the American Bar Association's Health Law Section's Conference on Emerging Issues in Healthcare, 2001 in Orlando, FL in February.

Gostin, Lawrence O.
Professor of Law, Georgetown University
Professor of Public Health, the Johns Hopkins University
Director, Center for Law & the Public's Health

New Courses:
Public Health Law & Ethics
Recent Grants:
A $900,000 grant from the CDC to establish a CDC Collaborating Center on Law & the Public's Health at Johns Hopkins and Georgetown Universities.
A $1.2 million grant from NIH to study legislation and public policy relating to genetics.

Honors and Awards
Elected a Member of the Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences
Elected a Fellow of the Hastings Center
Appointed to the IOM Board on Health Promotion and Disease Prevention
Appointed to the NIH AIDS Advisory Committee

International Work:
Preparing a strategy for the World Health Organization concerning country legislative compliance with the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control

School/Program Notes
Program at Georgetown and Johns Hopkins named as the CDC Collaborating Center on Law & the Public's Health

Greaney, Thomas (Tim)
Title: Professor and Co-Director
School: Center for Health Law Studies
Saint Louis University
e-mail: greantel@slu.edu
Recent publications: Reconceptualizing Medicaid (Forward to Symposium Issue), 45 St. Louis U. L.J. 1 (2001)
Health Law (Treatise & Hornbook editions, West Pub 2000)(with Furrow, Johnson, Jost & Schwartz)
Not for Import: Why the EU should Not Adopt the American Efficiency Defense for Analyzing Mergers and Joint Ventures, 44 St. Louis U. L.J 871 (2000)
Whither Antitrust? Judicial and Legislative Challenges to Antitrust's Role in Health Care (submitted)
Personal: On sabbatical, Spring, 2001 (teaching antitrust course in Orleans, France in March).

Hall, Mark A.
Title: Prof. of Law and Public Health
School: Wake Univ.
Email address: mhall@law.wfu.edu
Recent publications: Articles in Health Affairs, Milbank Quarterly, and Inquiry, regarding health insurance regulation and market reform laws. Article forthcoming in JLM reporting on study of impact laws restricting health insurers’ use of genetic information.
Recent grants: In 2001, I expect to start a qualitative and quantitative investigation of the effects of state “patient protection” managed care laws.
Notable sabbatical projects/experiences: I will be spending my Spring 2001 sabbatical at Duke Law School.

Hoffmann, Diane E.
Associate Dean for Faculty & External Affairs
Interim Director, Law & Health Care Program
University of Maryland School of Law
dhoffman@law.umaryland.edu
Recent publications:
Forthcoming:
“Gender Bias in the Treatment of Pain,” J. Law, Medicine & Ethics (with a. Tarzian)
Recent grants:
Recently completed two-year grant project on obstacles to pain management with Ben Moulton, Executive Director of the American Society of Law, Medicine & Ethics. Looked at attitudinal, knowledge based, institutional, legal and insurance barriers to adequate pain treatment in state of Connecticut. In process of proposing interventions for second round of funding from the Donaghue Medical Research Foundation.
Part of team of faculty from Johns Hopkins School of Health and University of Maryland who will be working with Maryland’s Health Care for All to develop plan and ultimately draft legislation that will ensure all Marylanders have adequate health insurance. The initiative was funded in part by the Open Society Institute. I will be working primarily on the ERISA issues.

New appointments, responsibilities:
I was recently appointed to the University of Maryland Medical System’s Institutional Review Board. Interdisciplinary projects:
In addition to the pain project and the initiative with the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health, I am working on a project with the Hospice Network of Maryland to examine contractual relationships between nursing homes and hospices and the influence of the OIG’s fraud alert on these relationships.
Name of School Program: University of Maryland Law & Health Care Program
Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers):
On December 5th, 2000, we held a conference on the “Crisis in Long Term Care.” Key speakers included Toby Edelman, national expert in nursing home law from the Center for Medicare Advocacy; Professor Marshall Kapp, from Wright State University; and Lynn Battaglia, U.S. Attorney for the District of Maryland. Our spring conference will be on caring for children with special needs and the intersection of the education and health care systems. It will be in late April or early May. Both conferences will be the basis of an issue of our Journal of Health Care Law & Policy.

The most recent issue of the Journal came out this summer and is on the topic of Re-defining Disability: Legal Protections for Individuals with HIV, Genetic Predispositions to Disease, or Asymptomatic Diseases. This semester the Program hired a new staff person, Lisa Ohrin. Lisa is a 6th year health law associate at Ober/Kaler. She is working half time for the Program and half time at the law firm. Her title is Director of Externships and Practicums. She also co-teaches with me our workshop for our students who are in these field placements and counsels students on courses and career options. Lisa, herself, has had a variety of health law positions since graduating from law school, including positions as in-house counsel for a nursing home chain and at a Maryland hospital. Her area of expertise is nursing home law.

Next spring we are offering a new course that we are very excited about on Fraud & Abuse. It will be co-taught by Sandy Teplitsky of Ober/Kaler, a leading expert on fraud and abuse law, and Kevin McAnaney, Chief of the Industry Guidance Branch of the Office of Counsel of the Inspector General.

Hoffman, Sharona
Assistant Professor of Law
Case Western Reserve University School of Law
sxh90@po.cwru.edu
New health law courses you are teaching this year: Health Care and the Courts, a seminar
Recent publications:
"The Use of Placebos in Clinical Trials: Responsible Research or Unethical Practice?" 33 Connecticut Law Review ___ (2001)
Honors, awards:
2000-2001 Case Western Reserve University Glennan Fellowship
Name of School Program: Fellowship 2000-2001 Case Western Reserve University Glennan

Hunter, Nan D.
Title: Professor of Law
School: Brooklyn Law School
Email address: nhunter@brooklaw.edu
Honors, awards: Received award for "Pioneer in Civil Rights" from the American Foundation for AIDS Research (AmFAR)
Consulting experiences in the field: Asked to advise Social Security Administration on medical privacy issues
School Program Notes
Name of School Program:
Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers):
We hosted the American Society of Law, Medicine & Ethics Health Law Teachers Conference in June 2000. On an annual basis we also host the Elena and Miles Zaremski Law Medicine Forum Program and the Schroeder Scholar in Residence program.

Jost, Timothy S.
Newton D. Baker, Baker & Hostetler Professor of Law and Health Services
Ohio State University
Email: jost.1@osu.edu
Honors: I was awarded the Jay Healey Distinguished Health Law Teacher Award for year 2000.
Legal and Regulatory Considerations in Physician Performance Enhancement Programs in Enhancing Physician Performance, (American College of Physician Executives, 2000).

Kaye, David H.
Regents' Professor
Arizona State University College of Law
k@asu.edu
New health law courses you are teaching this year:
Genetics and the Law
Recent publications:
Consulting experiences in the field:
Reporter, Legal Issues Working Group, National Commission on the Future of DNA Evidence
International work:
Colloquium on "Paternity Testing in a Case of Sexual Abuse," University of Lausanne, Switzerland, June 2000
Name of School Program:
Center for the Study of Law, Science, and Technology
Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers):
Invitation conference on legal and ethical issues arising from genetic research on indigenous populations scheduled for April 18-20, 2001

Kelly, Patrick D.
Title: Prof. & Dean Emeritus

School: UMKC School of Law

Krause, Joan H.
Title: Assistant Professor of Law
School: Loyola University Chicago
Email address: jkraus@luc.edu
Recent grants: Loyola University Chicago Internal Research Awards Program grant (summer 2001)
Honors, awards: Recent speaking engagements include: Medical Error as False Claim, Saint Louis University Center for Health Law Studies Distinguished Speaker Series (November 2000). Damages and Recovery Under the Civil False Claims Act, American Society of Law, Medicine & Ethics, 21st Annual Health Law Teachers Conference (June 2000).
Special Legal Issues Faced by the Electrophysiology and Pacing Practice: Billing, Return to Driving, Conflict of Interest, Annual Meeting of the North American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology (May 2000).

Law, Sylvia A.
Title: Elizabeth K. Dollard Professor of Law, Medicine, & Psychiatry
School: De Paul University College of Law
Email Address: Sylvialaw@aol.com

Leflar, Rob
Arkansas Bar Foundation Professor of Law
University of Arkansas School of Law, Fayetteville rbleflar@law.uark.edu
Recent grants/international work: I received an Abe Fellowship for a project entitled “A Comparison of Health Care Quality Control Structures in Japan and the United States.” Under the terms of the grant, I spent the fall of 2000 as a Takemi Fellow at the Harvard School of Public Health. During the first seven months of 2001, I will be located at the faculty of law at Tokyo University.
Honors, awards: I was named Arkansas Bar Foundation Professor of Law.

Malinowski, Michael J.
Title: Asso. Professor of Law
School: Widener Univ. School of Law
Email Address: biomalinowsky@aol.com
Personal Notes:
Merrill, Richard A.


Meisel, Alan

Professor of Law and Bioethics
University of Pittsburgh
Meisel@pitt.edu

Recent publications:
Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers):
The Center for Medical Ethics, which Alan directs, has been expanded and renamed the Center for Bioethics and Health Law. The Center now has responsibility for the Health Law Certificate Program in the Law School and the Masters Degree in Bioethics in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. The Health Law Certificate Program now has 45 students who are able to select from among 18 health law courses.

Noah, Lars

Title: Professor of Law
School: University of Florida
Email Address: noah@law.ufl.edu

New health law courses you are teaching this year:
Medical Technology and the Law


Notable sabbatical projects/experiences: Completing work on a new casebook just accepted for publication by Foundation Press: Law, Medicine, and Medical Technology: Cases & Materials (co-authoring with Barbara A. Noah)

Consulting Experiences in the field: Served as a member of the expert advisory panel for the National Institutes of Health (NIH) technology assessment conference on the retrieval of implanted medical devices for the purpose of biomaterials testing, Bethesda, MD, Jan. 10-12, 2000.

Other Information: Barbara Noah is wife and “real health law expert in the family,” though not in this AALS section. She taught Legal and Ethical Issues in the Human Genome Project (seminar) at the College of Law and Clinical Ethics at the College of Medicine. Her new publications are


Is member of Hospital Ethics Advisory Committee at Shands (UF’s teaching hospital). Was selected as a faculty fellow for a two-week workshop on the Human Genome Project held at Dartmouth College (sponsored
Pendo, Elizabeth A.
Title: Assistant Professor of Law
School: St. Thomas Univ. School of Law
Email address: ependo@hotmail.com
New health law courses you are teaching this year:
I taught Law & Medicine (bioethics) this year. I will
be teaching a new course, Health and Human Rights,
this summer in St. Thomas University’ School of
Law’s Summer in Spain Program.
Last year, I taught Health Law & Policy (a seminar)
and created and taught a course in Employee Benefits
Law (focusing on ERISA-related health law issues).
Recent publications: I am currently working on an
article exploring different concepts of justice
embedded within contemporary political philosophies,
and how they inform various distributive outcomes
resulting from the reasonable accommodation
requirement of the employment section (Title I) of the
ADA.
I will be presenting the completed draft at the AALS
Annual Meeting, as part of the Section on Women in
Legal Education's program, "Categories of Entitlement:
Race, Gender, Age, Disability, Sexual Orientation and
the Social Policy of Public and Private Wealth
Transmission." on Friday, January 5, 2001 at 4:00.
New appointments, responsibilities: I was recently
appointed to the Managed Care Ombudsman
Committee for District 11 (Dade and Monroe
Countries, Florida).
I served as Faculty Advisor to the 2000 Health Law
Moot Court Competition team, sponsored by SIU Law
School, and one of the Faculty Advisors to the
upcoming Symposium on Bioethics (below).
II. School Program Notes
Name of School Program: We do not currently have a
health law program, as such. I am in the process of
restructuring our health law curriculum to provide a
solid foundation for a health law program. I have
collected materials on existing health law curricula,
and would appreciate any comments or suggestions
member of the section would like to offer.
Institutional developments in health law at your law
school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of
health law centers): St. Thomas Univ. School of Law
is sponsoring a Symposium on Bioethics February 9-
10, 2001. The two-day symposium will consist for four
principle sections emphasizing issues in the field of
genetic technology: legal and philosophical issues,
thological and social issues, medical-legal issues, and
scientific-legal issues. The goal of the Symposium on
Bioethics, and of the issue of the St. Thomas Law
Review devoted to this topic, is to showcase current
aspects of genetic technology with which the legal
system is struggling, and to examine the direction in
which our society is progressing.
I am a new professor – I started teaching in Fall 1999.
Prior to joining the faculty at St. Thomas, I practiced
law in areas including civil rights, employment law,
and ERISA-regulated welfare benefits (health, life,
disability benefits). My areas of interest include Health
Law and Bioethics; Employee Benefits Law; Disability
Law; and Feminist Legal Theory and Sex-Based
Discrimination.
Other: I will be teaching a new course, Health and
Human Rights, in St. Thomas Univ.’s Summer in Spain
program this summer. This class is offered at a few
law schools (notably Boston Univ. and Georgetown),
but to my knowledge no one else is offering it over the
summer. Additional information is available on our
website.
http://www.stu.edu/lawschool/spain/spaintex.htm

Peters, Philip, Jr.
Title: Ruth L. Hullston Professor of Law
School: School of Law, University of Missouri-
Columbia
E-mail address: petersp@missouri.edu
New Courses: Genetics, Law & Public Policy
Recent Publications: The Quiet Demise of Deference
to Custom: Malpractice Law at the Millennium, 57
Hindsight Bias & Tort Liability: Avoiding Premature
Conclusions, 31 Arizona State Law, 1277 (1999)
(forthcoming) Breaking Down the Boundaries of
(forthcoming) The Reasonable Physician Standard:
The New Malpractice Standard of Care, Journal of
Health Law (2000)
(in progress) The Quiet Demise of Deference to
Custom: Policy Implications
(In progress) Genes and Justice
(in progress) Safe Enough? Obligating to the Children
of Genetic and Reproductive Technology
New Appointments: Interim Coordinator, University
of Missouri-Columbia, Biotechnology & Society
Program (an interdisciplinary team studying the ethical,
legal, and social implications of plant, animal, and
human biotechnology). Next fall I will be a visiting
fellow at Clare Hall, Cambridge, England
Interdisciplinary Projects: Biotechnology & Society
program
Other Information: We will be hiring a professor to
research and teach the legal and policy issues raised by
agricultural biotechnology. If you know any good
candidates for the position, please let me know or have
them contact me.

Rai, Ari
Title: Visiting Professor
School: University of Pennsylvania Law School
Email Address: aria@acusd.edu
Comments on health Care Fraud and Abuse Journal of Legal Studies (forthcoming 2001)
New appointments, responsibilities: Visiting professor at University of Pennsylvania Law School, Washington University (St. Louis) Law School

Rothstein, Laura
Dean
Brandeis School of Law
University of Louisville
Louisville, Kentucky 40292
Information on Health Law at Brandeis School of Law
Before fall 2000, the University of Louisville Brandeis School of Law already had a curricular emphasis in health law, with four faculty members teaching in health law and related areas. The recent addition of two tenured faculty members and the development of the interdisciplinary Institute for Bioethics, Health Policy and Law with the University of Louisville School of Medicine has dramatically increased the health law and policy programming at U of L.
Laura Rothstein and Mark Rothstein, both formerly of the University of Houston have joined the U of L faculty. Laura Rothstein, whose expertise and scholarship are in the area of disability law, was appointed dean beginning August 2000.
Mark Rothstein, who had served as the Director of the University of Houston Health Law and Policy Institute from 1986 to 2000 and who had been the Cullen Distinguished Professor of Law at UH, joined the Brandeis faculty in January 2001. Mark Rothstein, who is a Professor of Medicine at the U of L School of Medicine, holds the Herbert F. Boehl Chair in Law and Medicine. Mark Rothstein, whose expertise is in genetics, employment law, and bioethics, has become the director of the university's new Institute for Bioethics, Health Policy and Law. Joining him as part of the Institute are three new medical school faculty who will be working on a variety of grant-funded and other research: Mary R. Anderlik, J.D., Associate Professor of Medicine, previously at the University of Houston Health Law and Policy Institute, is an expert on bioethics, genetics, and access to health care; Nanette R. Elster, J.D., M.P.H., Assistant Professor of Medicine, previously at the University of Illinois-Chicago School of Medicine, is an expert on research on human subjects, public health law, and reproductive health law; and T. Howard Stone, J.D., LL.M., previously at the University of Texas Medical Branch-Galveston, is an expert on correctional health law, infectious disease policy, and research on human subjects. Additional faculty members of the new Institute will be named over the next several months. Already members of the law faculty are Assistant Professor Tim Hall (with expertise in insurance and mental health law), Professor Karen Jordan (whose work is in health care regulation), Professor Sam Marcossen (whose expertise is in disability and AIDS/HIV law), and Professor Robert Stenger (with background in bioethics).

Rothstein, Mark
Dean
University of Louisville School of Law
Louisville, Kentucky 40292
Information on Health Law at University of Louisville School of Law
Introduction
The University of Louisville School of Law has dramatically increased the health law and policy programming at U of L. Laura Rothstein and Mark Rothstein, both formerly of the University of Houston have joined the U of L faculty. Laura Rothstein, whose expertise and scholarship are in the area of disability law, was appointed dean beginning August 2000.
Mark Rothstein, who had served as the Director of the University of Houston Health Law and Policy Institute from 1986 to 2000 and who had been the Cullen Distinguished Professor of Law at UH, joined the Brandeis faculty in January 2001. Mark Rothstein, who is a Professor of Medicine at the U of L School of Medicine, holds the Herbert F. Boehl Chair in Law and Medicine. Mark Rothstein, whose expertise is in genetics, employment law, and bioethics, has become the director of the university's new Institute for Bioethics, Health Policy and Law. Joining him as part of the Institute are three new medical school faculty who will be working on a variety of grant-funded and other research: Mary R. Anderlik, J.D., Associate Professor of Medicine, previously at the University of Houston Health Law and Policy Institute, is an expert on bioethics, genetics, and access to health care; Nanette R. Elster, J.D., M.P.H., Assistant Professor of Medicine, previously at the University of Illinois-Chicago School of Medicine, is an expert on research on human subjects, public health law, and reproductive health law; and T. Howard Stone, J.D., LL.M., previously at the University of Texas Medical Branch-Galveston, is an expert on correctional health law, infectious disease policy, and research on human subjects. Additional faculty members of the new Institute will be named over the next several months. Already members of the law faculty are Assistant Professor Tim Hall (with expertise in insurance and mental health law), Professor Karen Jordan (whose work is in health care regulation), Professor Sam Marcossen (whose expertise is in disability and AIDS/HIV law), and Professor Robert Stenger (with background in bioethics).

Krothen, Karen H.
Dean
University of Maryland School of Law
krothen@law.umaryland.edu
New appointments, responsibilities:
Dean, University of Maryland School of Law (April, 2000)
Board of Directors, American Law Deans Association (ALDA) 2001-2003
Advisory Board, Duquesne University Institute of Forensic Science & Law (2000)
Editorial Board, _The Daily Record_ (2000)
Consulting experiences in the field:
Genetics Legislation
Interdisciplinary projects:
Empirical study of attitudes in the Jewish Community to genetics research studies.
Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers):

Richards, Edward P.
Professor and Executive Director, Center for Public Health Law
University of Missouri Kansas City School of Law
richardse@umkc.edu / http://plague.law.umkc.edu

Rothenberg, Karen H.
Dean
University of Maryland School of Law
krothen@law.umaryland.edu
New appointments, responsibilities:
Dean, University of Maryland School of Law (April, 2000)
Board of Directors, American Law Deans Association (ALDA) 2001-2003
Advisory Board, Duquesne University Institute of Forensic Science & Law (2000)
Editorial Board, _The Daily Record_ (2000)
Consulting experiences in the field:
Genetics Legislation
Interdisciplinary projects:
Empirical study of attitudes in the Jewish Community to genetics research studies.
Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers):

Rothstein, Laura
Dean
Brandeis School of Law
University of Louisville
Louisville, Kentucky 40292
Information on Health Law at Brandeis School of Law
Before fall 2000, the University of Louisville Brandeis School of Law already had a curricular emphasis in health law, with four faculty members teaching in health law and related areas. The recent addition of two tenured faculty members and the development of the interdisciplinary Institute for Bioethics, Health Policy and Law with the University of Louisville School of Medicine has dramatically increased the health law and policy programming at U of L.
Laura Rothstein and Mark Rothstein, both formerly of the University of Houston have joined the U of L faculty. Laura Rothstein, whose expertise and scholarship are in the area of disability law, was appointed dean beginning August 2000.
Mark Rothstein, who had served as the Director of the University of Houston Health Law and Policy Institute from 1986 to 2000 and who had been the Cullen Distinguished Professor of Law at UH, joined the Brandeis faculty in January 2001. Mark Rothstein, who is a Professor of Medicine at the U of L School of Medicine, holds the Herbert F. Boehl Chair in Law and Medicine. Mark Rothstein, whose expertise is in genetics, employment law, and bioethics, has become the director of the university's new Institute for Bioethics, Health Policy and Law. Joining him as part of the Institute are three new medical school faculty who will be working on a variety of grant-funded and other research: Mary R. Anderlik, J.D., Associate Professor of Medicine, previously at the University of Houston Health Law and Policy Institute, is an expert on bioethics, genetics, and access to health care; Nanette R. Elster, J.D., M.P.H., Assistant Professor of Medicine, previously at the University of Illinois-Chicago School of Medicine, is an expert on research on human subjects, public health law, and reproductive health law; and T. Howard Stone, J.D., LL.M., previously at the University of Texas Medical Branch-Galveston, is an expert on correctional health law, infectious disease policy, and research on human subjects. Additional faculty members of the new Institute will be named over the next several months. Already members of the law faculty are Assistant Professor Tim Hall (with expertise in insurance and mental health law), Professor Karen Jordan (whose work is in health care regulation), Professor Sam Marcossen (whose expertise is in disability and AIDS/HIV law), and Professor Robert Stenger (with background in bioethics).
With six regular faculty, three affiliated research faculty, and the new Institute, the University of Louisville offers a strong and growing program in health law that will increase curricular offerings and research opportunities in areas such as genetics and the law, correctional health law, reproductive health law, research on human subjects, and minority health policy. The program is in keeping with the Brandeis vision that a law school should be a laboratory for developing policy and that law school's should engage in interdisciplinary work. Already planned is a conference on Pharmacogenomics in fall 2001.

Scott, Ronald L.
Research Professor
University of Houston, Health Law and Policy Institute
rscott@central.uh.edu
New health law courses you are teaching this year:
E-Health Seminar
Health Legislation Seminar
Recent publications: Cybermedicine and Virtual Pharmacies (submitted for publication spring 2001)
Recent grants: Texas Dept. of Health, Tobacco Prevention & Control Evaluation Project
Consulting experiences in the field:
Corporate Compliance Programs, Privacy Law
International work:
Admitted 1996 as Solicitor of the Supreme Court in England
Name of School Program: Tobacco Prevention & Control Evaluation Project (for TDH, see above)

Slovenko, Ralph
Title: Professor of Law and Psychiatry
School: Wayne State University Law School
Recent Publications: Book Psychotherapy and Confidentiality; Articles in Journal of Psychiatry & Law, Behavioral Sciences and Law, and Journal of American Academy of Psychiatry and Law; Articles in “Civil Commitment” and “Tardine Dyskinesia” and Legislative Times; Article on Tardine Dyskinesia” in Archives of Clinical Psychiatry
International work: Presentations at international conferences.
Interdisciplinary projects;
Name of School Program: Health Law Institute
Institutional developments in health law at your law school: New graduate programs—M.J., D.L., S.JD in Health Law
New faculty appointments in health law (permanent, visiting): Michael Malinowski
Marriages, births, other notable family events: Oldest son, Michael, married June 3, 2000; oldest daughter now a physician in NYC.

Smetanka, Stella L.
Title: Clinical Associate Professor of Law
School: University of Pittsburgh School of Law
Email Address: smetanka@law.pitt.edu
Other information you would like to share with the section members: Since the University of Pittsburgh began offering the Health Law Certificate four years ago, students are required to fulfill a “clinical” component in order to graduate with the certificate. This may be satisfied by successfully completing a semester in either a “live-client” clinic, or by taking a practicum in health law. (The live-client clinics are in Health Law, Elder Law, and Disability Discrimination.) Health law certificate students who elect the practicum classes are placed in a health related institution or government office to spend approximately 104 hours over the course of the semester working with supervising attorneys who practice health law.
While my first love I with the Health Law Clinic, through which students represent actual clients and gain experience in lawyering skills, I enjoy the challenge of providing classroom time for students that is relevant and helpful to their work in the field. Students complete the semester with a paper which is to be a unification of work they did at their site with a dimension of policy making we discussed in class. (For example, a student may discuss the need for legislative change in an area which they researched at their site.) Working to the health law office adds a dimension to the certificate that cannot be simulated in the classroom.)

Snoe, Joseph
Professor of Law
Cumberland School of Law
Samford University
jasnoe@samford.edu
Recent Publications: Update Memorandum to AMERICAN HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS (West Group) on TWEN Authors Forum; Forthcoming: PROPERTY: EXAMPLES AND EXPLANATIONS (Aspen Law & Business) (W/ Barlow Burke)(scheduled for March 2001 release)

Sullivan, Charles A.
Title: Professor
School: Seton Hall Law School
Email address: sullivch@shu.edu
New health law courses you are teaching this year:
Health Law I (business-oriented)
Interdisciplinary projects:
School Program Notes See Submission of Dean Boozang
Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers): See submissions of Dean Boozang

Termini, Roseann B.
Professor
Temple University School of Law
rtermini@astro.temple.edu
Recent Publications
Food, Drug and Medical Device Law: Topics and Cases, FOI Services, Inc. publisher.
Honors
I was recently honored as a "faculty spotlight" for my food and pharmacy law teaching.

Terry, Nicolas P.
Professor of Law
Saint Louis University School of Law
terry@slu.edu
New appointments, responsibilities:
Co-Editor-in-Chief, Journal of Health Law
Editorial Board, Journal of Medical Internet Research
Elected to Board of Directors, American Society of Law, Medicine & Ethics
Re-elected to Board of Directors, Center for Computer Assisted Legal Instruction (CALI)
International work:
Senior Fellow at University of Melbourne (2001) (e-Health Course)
Name of School Program:
Center for Health Law Studies, Saint Louis University School of Law
Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers):
Health Law Symposium, April 20, 1001 – “E-Health: Structural, Legal and Ethical Implications"
New faculty appointments in health law (permanent, visiting),
Professor Sidney Watson will join the faculty of the School of Law in Fall, 2001.

Watson, Sidney
Mercer University School of Law. I have accepted an appointment at St. Louis University School of Law, and am looking forward to becoming a permanent faculty of its Center for Health Care Studies effective July 1, 2001.
This year I continue to teach Health Care Law, Bioethics and Law, and a Seminar on Selected Issues in Health Law.

Wilson, Robin Fretwell
Title: Asst Professor
School: University of South Carolina School of Law
E-mail address: wilson@law.law.sc.edu
Recent pubs: Published an article on child sexual abuse as a public health problem after divorce, entitled "Children At Risk: The Sexual Exploitation of female Children After Divorce, 86(2) Cornell Law Review 251 (2001).
Institutional developments in health law: The University of South Carolina School of Law received a gift from Johnson & Johnson Inc. to fund the Johnson & Johnson Healthcare Lecture Series. The inaugural lecture considered the Legal implications of Mapping the Human Genome and featured Dr. Thomas Caskey, former head of Merck's human genome project, and Professor Henry Greely, Professor of Law at Stanford University. The 2001 Lecture will take place in the Fall.

Wojcik, Mark
Title: Associate Professor of Law
School: The John Marshall Law School
Email Address: 7wojcik@jmls.edu
Other: I was promoted to Associate Professor of Law and granted tenure.

Wright, Jennifer
Assistant Professor and Director, Clinical Law Program
Willamette University College of Law
jlwright@willamette.edu
Recent publications: "Unconstitutional or Impossible: The Irreconcilable Gap Between Managed Care and Due Process in Medicaid and Medicare", forthcoming in 17 Journal of Contemporary Health Law and Policy
New appointments, responsibilities:
Taskforce on Law and Government Program, WUCL
Institutional developments in health law at your law school (i.e. conferences, recent and future, creation of health law centers):
Upcoming (spring semester, 2001) health law symposium and symposium issue of the Willamette Law Journal